Preventing Late Patient Arrivals in Nuclear Medicine
The Problem

The Results/Progress to Date

The radioactive isotopes used in Nuclear Medicine are extremely time dependent due to
constant decay, so the later a patient arrives past their appointment time, the greater the
possibility of having to reschedule or cancel the patient’s exam.

Aim/Goal
Create a survey to present to patients who arrive greater than 10 minutes past their
original appointment time to determine the underlying issues for their late arrival. Then
attempt to address each individual cause, and correct them to the best of our ability. By
correcting these issues, we will prevent as many patients as possible from arriving late,
thus allowing us to fully complete their exam.
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Information letters coming from physician offices are now correct and updated
for proper locations & contact information as well as correctly informing patients
of the needed preparations.



BIDMC Information Desks have access to our schedules through password
protected internet shortcuts on all Information Desk workstations. This allows
Desk staff to correctly direct any patient with questions in a timely manner.



Efforts are underway to correct the interactive map so that all of our 3
departments are correctly listed with the proper contact information.

The Interventions


Correct information sheets being sent out from physicians’ offices
regarding proper exam preparations, as well as location and contact
information for our numerous departments.



Allow access at the various information desks throughout the hospital to
our daily patient schedules. Make sure the desks are aware of our correct
locations and contact information.



Lessons Learned


Patients appreciate the fact that we are simply taking the time to talk with them.
This allows them to voice their frustrations and difficulties that prevent them
from arriving on time. They now feel like someone cares enough to address the
underlying issues and take the steps to correct them.



The technologists in the department feel better about their jobs and the roles
that they are playing. They feel they are providing services to the patients that
reflect better not only on the department but the hospital as a whole.

Correct known issues with the interactive BIDMC map on the patient web
site.

Next Steps/What Should Happen Next
We continue to monitor late arrivals as they occur. It has become a real time, proactive
project in which we address the issues as they happen. This way we are attempting to
prevent as many late arrivals in the future as possible.
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